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ON THE COMPOSITION PRODUCT OF SATURATED FUSION SYSTEMS

SEJONG PARK, KÁRI RAGNARSSON, AND RADU STANCU

Abstract. We say that a fusion system is the composition product of two subsystems if every morphism
can be factored as a morphism in one fusion system followed by a morphism in the other. We establish
a relationship between the characteristic idempotent of a saturated fusion system that is the composition
product of saturated subsystems and the characteristic idempotents of the component systems. Consequently
we obtain a compatibility result for transfer through the composition product and transfer through the
component systems.

1. Introduction and statement of results

Given a finite group G with subgroups H and K, we write G = HK if every element g ∈ G can be written
(non-uniquely) as g = hk with h ∈ H and k ∈ K. This is a rather special situation, as the composition
product HK for arbitrary subgroup H,K ≤ G is generally not even a group. Setting L def

= H ∩ K, the
condition G = HK is equivalent to having an isomorphism of (K,H)-bisets

H ×L K ∼= HGK , (1)

where the subscripts denote restriction. Bisets act on Mackey functors and it follows that for a globally-
defined contravariant Mackey functor M , the maps

M(H)
trGH−−→M(G)

resGK−−−→M(K) (2)

and
M(H)

resHL−−−→M(L)
trKL−−→M(K), (3)

where tr denotes transfer and res denotes restriction, agree. This can be read as a very special case of the
double coset formula in which there is only one double coset G = H1K.

In this note we carry the discussion in the preceding paragraph over to fusion systems. The motivation for
this is twofold: First, the results proved here provide the compatibility of transfer needed in [?], and although
a proof for the special case needed there appears in [?], we now set the results in a broader context and give
a more conceptual proof. Second, this work is part of an ongoing project to reformulate fusion-theoretic
phenomena in terms characteristic idempotents, which was initiated in [?] and [?].

We now proceed to state our main result, Theorem ??, and record some interesting consequences. For the
sake of brevity we assume the reader is familiar with the basic theory of fusion systems and define only the
new concept of composition product used in this paper. We follow the conventions established by Broto–
Levi–Oliver in [?] for fusion systems, but also refer the reader to [?] for the original reference. Note that by
a weakly normal subsystem K of a saturated fusion system F , we mean a saturated subsystem of F which is
F-invariant. Other notation and terminology used in the statement of results will be recalled in Section ??.

In analogy with the situation G = HK above, we make the following definition.

Definition 1.1. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S, and let H and K be fusion subsystems of F
on subgroups R and T of S, respectively. We say that F is the composition product of H and K, and write
RFT = HK, if S = RT and every morphism P

ϕ−→ Q in F with P ≤ T and Q ≤ R can be written as ϕ = η ◦κ
with κ in K and η in H.

Just as in the group case, this is a special situation, and generally one should not expect to be able to
take a composition product of two arbitrary fusion systems, even if they are defined on the same p-group.
Note also that when F ,H and K are all defined on the same p-group S, the condition F = HK is stronger
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than saying that F is generated by the fusion systems H and K as the order of morphisms is specified in a
composition product. However, if H or K is weakly normal in F , then the conditions are equivalent.

In the fusion setting, the biset G in the discussion above is replaced by the characteristic idempotent ωF
of a fusion system F . The analogue of (??) is

R(ωF )T = ωH ◦ RST ◦ ωK ,

with subscripts denoting restriction. We conjecture that this is again equivalent to RFT = HK, stated
formally as follows.

Conjecture 1.2. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Let R and T be subgroups of
S such that S = RT , and let H and K be saturated fusion subsystems of F on R and T , respectively. Then
RFT = HK if and only if

[R, id]RS ◦ ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST = ωH ◦ [R, id]RS ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK .

The most important instance of this conjecture is when R = S (see Conjecture ??), and our main result
is a proof of this case under a normalcy condition on K.

Theorem 1.3. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Let H be a saturated subsystem of
F on S, and let K be a saturated subsystem of F on a subgroup T . Assume K is weakly normal in F . Then
SFT = HK if and only if

ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST = ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK .

In fact we prove the “if” part of Theorem ?? without the normalcy condition on K.
The proof of Theorem ?? depends on a structural result for characteristic idempotents of saturated fusion

systems with normal subgroups that is interesting in its own right (Lemma ??). The proof of Conjecture ??
will likely depend on more general structural results for characteristic idempotents and we postpone tackling
the general case until those tools are available.

Specializing to the case where K is Op(F) or Op
′
(F) (see [?] for definitions), we get the following corollary.

Note that part (1) was used in [?] as Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 1.4. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Then

(1) ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST = [T, incl]ST ◦ ωOp(F), where T is the hyperfocal subgroup of F .
(2) ωF = ωNF (S) ◦ ωOp′ (F).

Using the conventions for Mackey functors on fusion systems laid out in Section ??, we have the following
consequence of Theorem ??.

Corollary 1.5. Let F ,H and K be as in Theorem ??. If M is a p-local, p-defined Mackey functor, then the
maps

M(H)
trFH−−→M(F)

resFK−−−→M(K)

and

M(H)
resHT−−−→M(T )

trKT−−→M(K)

agree.

The maps in Corollary ?? correspond to the maps in (??) and (??). The analogue to the latter map
necessarily takes a different form in the fusion setting as we let it factor through M(T ) rather than the value
of M at the intersection of H and K, since this intersection is not necessarily a saturated fusion system.
However, the map actually factors through the submodule of elements in M(T ) that are both H-stable and
K-stable, which is analogous to factoring through the intersection.

This project was initiated when the first two authors met at the Ohio State University in the summer
of 2009. We are grateful to OSU for their hospitality and to the Midwest Topology Network for the travel
funding that made this visit possible.
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2. Notation and terminology

2.1. Bisets and the double Burnside ring. For finite groups G and H a (G,H)-biset is a set with left
H-action and right G-action such that the two actions commute. We say that a (G,H)-biset is left-free if
the left action is free, right-free if the right action is free, and bifree if both actions are free. Isomorphism
classes of finite, left-free (G,H)-bisets form a monoid with cancellation under disjoint union, and the double
Burnside module A(G,H) is the group completion of this monoid.

The Z-module structure of A(G,H) is easy to describe. For a subgroup K ≤ G and a homomorphism
ϕ : K → H one obtains an indecomposable (G,H)-biset

H ×K,ϕ G = H ×G/ ∼ ,

where ∼ is the equivalence relation (h, kg) ∼ (hϕ(k), g) for k ∈ K. The isomorphism class of H ×K,ϕ G is
determined by the conjugacy class of K and ϕ, with conjugacy taken in both G and H, and we denote it by
[K,ϕ]HG , or just [K,ϕ] when there is no danger of confusion. It is not hard to check that every indecomposable
(G,H)-biset belongs to an isomorphism class [K,ϕ], and it follows that A(G,H) is a free Z-module with basis
the collection of elements [K,ϕ] running over all conjugacy classes of pairs (K,ϕ). We refer to this basis as
the standard basis of A(G,H). For an element X ∈ A(G,H) we let χ

[K,ϕ]
(X) denote the coefficient of [K,ϕ]

in the standard basis decomposition, so we have

X =
∑
[K,ϕ]

χ
[K,ϕ]

(X) [K,ϕ] .

For a Z-module M we write M(p) for the p-localization of M . The standard basis of A(G,H) also forms a
basis for A(G,H)(p) and we denote the p-localization of the morphisms χ

[K,ϕ]
also by χ

[K,ϕ]
.

Another convenient way to characterize elements in A(G,H) is by their fixed points. For a (G,H)-biset
X and a pair (K,ϕ) with K ≤ G and ϕ : K → H, set

Φ〈K,ϕ〉(X) = |{x ∈ X | ∀k ∈ K : xk = ϕ(k)x}| .

Extending linearly, we get a homomorphism

Φ〈K,ϕ〉 : A(G,H)→ Z .

A classical result, going back to Burnside, says that the product of maps Φ〈K,ϕ〉, running over all conjugacy
classes of pairs 〈K,ϕ〉, is an injection. In other words, X = Y in A(G,K) if and only if Φ〈K,ϕ〉(X) = Φ〈K,ϕ〉(Y )
for all 〈K,ϕ〉.

Burnside modules admit a composition pairing

A(H,K)×A(G,H) −→ A(G,K) , (X,Y ) 7−→ X ◦ Y ,

defined by setting (X ◦Y ) = X×H Y for bisets X and Y and then extending linearly to general elements. By
definition the composition pairing is bilinear and in particular A(G,G) is a ring, called the double Burnside
ring of G. This ring has unit [G, id], which is the isomorphism class of G regarded as a (G,G)-biset by
translation. We endow the double Burnside ring with an augmentation ε : A(S, S) → Z, defined on basis
elements by ε([P,ϕ]SS) = |S/P |.

2.2. Characteristic idempotents. Characteristic idempotents play the role for fusion systems that the
(S, S)-biset G plays for a finite group G with Sylow p-subgroup S. As described in Section ??, this provides a
way to define Mackey functors and transfers on fusion systems. Saturated fusion systems on a p-group S can
in fact be represented in the p-localized double Burnside ring A(S, S)(p) by their characteristic idempotents.
A detailed account of this correspondence is given in [?], and here we only recall the definitions as needed.

Definition 2.1. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S, and let X ∈ A(S, S)(p). We say that X is
F-generated if X is a linear combination of standard basis elements [P,ϕ] with ϕ in F .

Definition 2.2. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S, and let H be any finite group.
• We say that X ∈ A(S,H)(p) is right F-stable if, for every P ≤ S and every ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S), the

following equation holds in A(P,H)(p):

X ◦ [P,ϕ]SP = X ◦ [P, incl]SP .
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• We say that X ∈ A(H,S)(p) is left F-stable if, for every P ≤ S and every ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S), the
following equation holds in A(H,P )(p):

[ϕ(P ), ϕ−1]PS ◦X = [P, id]PS ◦X .

Definition 2.3. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. An element Ω ∈ A(S, S)(p) is a
characteristic element for F if it is F-generated, left and right F-stable, and has augmentation prime to p.
A characteristic element for F that is idempotent is called a characteristic idempotent for F .

It is easy to check that for a finite group G with Sylow p-subgroup S, the (S, S)-biset G is a characteristic
element for FS(G). It was shown in [?] that every saturated fusion system has a characteristic element, and
in [?] that every saturated fusion system has a unique characteristic idempotent. We denote the characteristic
idempotent of a saturated fusion system F by ωF .

The following result from [?] is crucial to our arguments.

Proposition 2.4. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S, and let H be any finite group.
(a) X ∈ A(S,H)(p) is right F-stable if and only if X ◦ ωF = X.
(b) X ∈ A(H,S)(p) is left F-stable if and only if ωF ◦X = X.

We will also need the following characterization of F-stability in terms of fixed points from [?].

Lemma 2.5. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S, and let H be any finite group.
(a) X ∈ A(S,H)(p) is right F-stable if and only if for every pair (Q,ψ) with Q ≤ S and ψ : Q→ H, and

every ϕ ∈ HomF (Q,S),
Φ〈Q,ψ〉(X) = Φ〈ϕ(Q),ψ◦ϕ−1〉(X) .

(b) X ∈ A(H,S)(p) is left F-stable if and only if for every pair (Q,ψ) with Q ≤ H and ψ : Q → S,
ϕ ∈ HomF (ψ(Q), S),

Φ〈Q,ψ〉(X) = Φ〈Q,ϕ◦ψ〉(X) .

Lemma ?? is proven as Lemma 4.8 of [?] in the case where H = S, but the argument holds for general H.

3. Characteristic idempotents of composition products

We now restrict attention to the case where R = S. Under this assumption, Conjecture ?? becomes

Conjecture 3.1. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Let H be a saturated subsystem
of F on S, and let K be a saturated subsystem of F on some subgroup T of S. Then we have SFT = HK if
and only if

ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST = ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK . (∗)
This special case of Conjecture ?? admits a convenient description.

Proposition 3.2. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Let H be a saturated subsystem
of F on S, and let K be a saturated subsystem of F on some subgroup T of S. Suppose SFT = HK. Then
the condition (??) in Conjecture ?? is equivalent to either one of the following.

(1) [T, id]TS ◦ ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK is left K-stable.
(2) ωK ◦ [T, id]TS ◦ ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST is right K-stable.

Proof. We have
ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST = ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK = ωF ◦ ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK,

where the first equality follows from that ωF is right K-stable, and the second equality follows from that ωF
is right H-stable. Thus (??) is equivalent to that X := ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK is left F-stable, or equivalently

Φ〈P,ϕ〉(X) = Φ〈P,incl〉(X)

for every P ≤ T and ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S). So let P ≤ T and ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S). By assumption, we have ϕ = η ◦κ
for some η in H and κ in K. Then

Φ〈P,ϕ〉(X) = Φ〈P,η◦κ〉(X)

= Φ〈κ(P ),η〉(X) (∵ X is right K-stable)
= Φ〈κ(P ),incl〉(X) (∵ X is left H-stable)
= Φ〈P,incl◦κ〉(X) (∵ X is right K-stable),
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where the last inclusion map is T ↪→ S. This shows that (??) is equivalent to that

Φ〈P,κ〉([T, id]TS ◦X) = Φ〈P,incl◦κ〉(X) = Φ〈P,incl〉(X)

for every P ≤ T and κ ∈ HomK(P, T ), or equivalently

[T, id]TS ◦X = [T, id]TS ◦ ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK

is left K-stable. The other equivalent condition is obtained by taking opposite to the above. �

4. The normal case

We confirm Conjecture ?? positively with an additional normalcy condition. Let F be a saturated fusion
system on a finite p-group S. Let H be a saturated subsystem of F on S, and let K be a saturated
subsystem of F on some subgroup T of S. Recall, see [?, ?], that K is weakly normal in F if T is a strongly
F-closed subgroup of S and, whenever ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S) and ψ ∈ HomK(Q,R), for Q,R ≤ P , we have
ϕψϕ−1 ∈ HomK(ϕ(Q), ϕ(R)).

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that K is weakly normal in F . Then the following are equivalent.

(1) SFT = HK
(2) AutF (T ) = AutH(T ) AutK(T ).
(3) SFT = NH(T )K

Proof. This follows from the Frattini property of weakly normal subsystems (see [?, §3]). �

Lemma 4.2. The following are equivalent.

(1) F = NF (U) for some U ≤ S.
(2) χ

[P,ϕ]
(ωF ) = 0 unless P ≥ U and ϕ belongs to NF (U).

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Let us use the notation in Proposition 5.6 of [?]. In particular

ω = ωF =
∑

0≤i≤n

∑
0≤j≤mi

cij [Pi, ϕij ], cij ∈ Z(p).

Write
ω = ω≥U + ω 6≥U

where

ω≥U =
∑

i,j s.t. Pi≥U

cij [Pi, ϕij ],

ω 6≥U =
∑

i,j s.t. Pi 6≥U

cij [Pi, ϕij ].

We claim that both ω≥U and ω6≥U are right F-stable. Since F = NF (U), an element X ∈ A(S, S)(p) is right
F-stable if and only if

X ◦ [Q,ψ]SQ = X ◦ [Q, incl]SQ

for all [Q,ψ]SQ with Q ≥ U and ψ in F . Suppose U ≤ Q ≤ S, ψ ∈ HomF (Q,S). Then

[Pi, ϕij ]
S
S ◦ [Q,ψ]SQ =

∑
x∈[Pi\S/ψ(Q)]

[ψ−1(ψ(Q) ∩ P xi ), ϕij ◦ cx ◦ ψ]SQ,

and ψ−1(ψ(Q) ∩ P xi ) ≥ U if and only if Pi ≥ U . This shows that the right F-stability of ω implies the right
F-stability of ω≥U and ω 6≥U .

Now the right F-stability of ω≥U implies that ω≥U satisfies the equations∑
k,l

ckl

(
|[Pk, ϕkl]∆

j
i | − |[Pk, ϕkl]∆

j
i |
)

= 0. (ij)
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Also, by Lemma 5.5 of [?], ω≥U satisfies the equations

m0∑
j=0

c0j = 1, (00)

mi∑
j=0

cij = 0. (i0)

Thus, by Proposition 5.6 of [?], we have ω = ω≥U .
(2) ⇒ (1): Suppose (2). Then

Pre-Orb(ωF ) ⊆ NF (U),

and so

Orb(ωF ) ⊆ NF (U).

Since Orb(ωF ) = F by Proposition 5.10 of [?], we have F = NF (U). �

We can now prove our main result.

Proof of Theorem ??. First suppose that SFT = HK. By Proposition ??, we need to show that X :=
ωK ◦ [T, id]TS ◦ ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST is right K-stable. By Lemma ??, we may assume that H = NH(T ). Hence, by
Lemma ??, we have

ωH =
∑
[Q,ψ]

c[Q,ψ][Q,ψ]

where c[Q,ψ] ∈ Z(p) and the sum is taken over the [Q,ψ] with Q ≥ T and ψ in H. Using that T is strongly
F-closed, we get

X = ωK ◦ [T, id]TS ◦
∑
[Q,ψ]

c[Q,ψ][Q,ψ]SS ◦ [T, incl]ST

=
∑
[Q,ψ]

c[Q,ψ]ωK ◦ [T, id]TS ◦ [Q,ψ]SS ◦ [T, incl]ST

=
∑
[Q,ψ]

∑
x∈[S/ψ(Q)]

c[Q,ψ]ωK ◦ [T, cx ◦ ψ]TS ◦ [T, incl]ST

=
∑
[Q,ψ]

∑
x∈[S/ψ(Q)]

∑
y∈[S/T ]

c[Q,ψ]ωK ◦ [T, cx ◦ ψ ◦ cy]TT .

Since K is weakly normal in F , using Theorem 8.2 of [?] we have

X ◦ ωK =
∑
[Q,ψ]

∑
x∈[S/ψ(Q)]

∑
y∈[S/T ]

c[Q,ψ]ωK ◦ [T, cx ◦ ψ ◦ cy]TT ◦ ωK

=
∑
[Q,ψ]

∑
x∈[S/ψ(Q)]

∑
y∈[S/T ]

c[Q,ψ]ωK ◦ ωK ◦ [T, cx ◦ ψ ◦ cy]TT

=
∑
[Q,ψ]

∑
x∈[S/ψ(Q)]

∑
y∈[S/T ]

c[Q,ψ]ωK ◦ [T, cx ◦ ψ ◦ cy]TT = X,

as desired.
Conversely, suppose that ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST = ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK. Let ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S) for some P ≤ T .

Then Φ〈P,ϕ〉(ωF ) 6= 0. Clearly Φ〈P,ϕ〉(ωF ) = Φ〈P,ϕ〉(ωF ◦ [T, incl]ST). So by assumption we have Φ〈P,ϕ〉(ωH ◦
[T, incl]ST ◦ ωK) 6= 0. But ωH ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦ ωK is a linear combination of terms of the form [Q, η]SS ◦ [T, incl]ST ◦
[R, κ]TT where Q ≤ S, R ≤ T , η in H and κ in K. Applying the double coset formula to those terms, we see
that ϕ = η|xκ(P )x−1 ◦ cx ◦ κ|P for some η in H, κ in K and x ∈ S and we are done. �
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5. Mackey functors for fusion systems

The composition pairing described in ?? allows us to form the Z-linear category A, called the Burnside
category, with objects the finite groups and morphism sets morA(G,H) = A(G,H). We take a Mackey
functor to mean a functor M : A → Zmod. This functor can be contravariant or covariant; we will focus
on the contravariant case, leaving the necessary adjustments for the covariant case to the reader. A popular
example of a contravariant Mackey functor are the cohomology functors Hk(−, A), k ≥ 0 with coefficients in
any abelian group A.

The notion of Mackey functor used here is sometimes called a globally-defined Mackey functor. (A “classi-
cal” Mackey functor is defined on the subgroups of a given group). We also need to consider more restrictive
functors, defined only on certain groups. Let Ap be the full subcategory of A with objects the finite p-groups.
A p-defined Mackey functor is a functor Ap → Zmod.

The p-local Burnside category is the Z(p)-linear category AZ(p) obtained by p-localizing the morphism
modules in A. A p-local Mackey functor is a functor AZ(p) → Z(p) mod, which we observe is the same as a
functor A→ Z(p) mod. Similarly, a p-local, p-defined Mackey functor is a functor ApZ(p) → Z(p) mod

A Mackey functor M is p-projective if for every finite group G, the canonical map⊕
P≤G

M(P )→M(G) ,

where the sum runs over all p-subgroups, is a surjection. By Dress [?], p-projectivity implies that M(G) is
determined p-locally, which in the language of fusion systems means it is determined by its values on the
fusion system FS(G) when S is a Sylow subgroup of G. More precisely, the composite

M(G)
resGS−−−→M(S)

trGS−−→M(G)

is an isomorphism that factors isomorphically through the submodule of elements in M(S) that are FS(G)-
stable in the sense of definition ?? below. The opposite composite

M(S)
trGS−−→M(G)

resGS−−−→M(S)

is the map induced by the (S, S)-biset G and has image isomorphic to M(G). Thus, when M is p-projective,
M(G) is determined by M(S) and the (S, S)-biset G.

Definition 5.1. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S. For a (contravariant) p-defined Mackey
functor M , we say that an element x ∈M(S) is F-stable if, for every P ≤ S and every ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S), we
have M(ϕ)(x) = M(incl)(x) in M(P ).

The preceding discussion suggests the following approach for extending Mackey functors to fusion systems.
Given a p-local, p-defined Mackey functorM and a fusion system F on a finite p-group S, defineM(F) as the
module of F-stable elements in M(S). We can then regard the inclusion of M(F) in M(S) as a restriction
map, which we denote by resFS , and the following theorem allows us to restrict the map M(ωF ) : M(S) →

M(S) induced by the characteristic idempotent to a map M(S)
trFS−−→M(F) that plays the role of transfer.

Theorem 5.2 ([?]). Let M be a (contravariant) p-local, p-defined Mackey functor, and let F be a saturated
fusion system on a finite p-group S. An element x ∈M(S) is F-stable if and only if M(ωF )(x) = x.

Observe that, by construction, the composite

M(F)
resFS−−−→M(S)

trFS−−→M(F)

is the identity, and the opposite composite

M(S)
trFS−−→M(F)

resFS−−−→M(S)

is the idempotent map M(ωF ). It follows that

M(ωF ) ◦ resFS = resFS and trFS ◦M(ωF ) = trFS ,

which we will use in the proof of Corollary ?? given below.
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Remark 5.3. If one starts with p-local Mackey functor M , restricts to a p-local, p-defined Mackey functor
and then extends to fusion systems, one should not expect M(G) to be isomorphic to M(FS(G)) for a finite
group G with Sylow p-subgroup S unlessM is p-projective. In some sense this process results in a p-projective
version of M , which retains only information detectable on p-groups.

For a fusion system F on a finite p-group S and a subsystem K on a subgroup T ≤ S, one obtains transfer
and restriction maps via the composites

trFK : M(K)
resKT−−−→M(T )

trST−−→M(S)
trFS−−→M(F) ,

and
resFK : M(F)

resFS−−−→M(S)
resST−−−→M(T )

trKT−−→M(K) .

The arguments in Theorems 7.9 and 8.6 of [?] show that these behave well under composition (so trFK ◦ trKH =
trFH and resKH ◦ resFK = resFH when H is a subsystem of K).

Proof of Corollary ??. From Theorem ?? we have

trKT ◦M([T, incl]ST) ◦M(ωF ) ◦ resHS = trKT ◦M(ωK) ◦M([T, incl]ST) ◦M(ωH) ◦ resHS .

Rewriting on the left, we get

trKT ◦M([T, incl]) ◦M(ωF ) ◦ resHS = trKT ◦ resST ◦ (resFS ◦ trFS ) ◦ resHS
= (trKT ◦ resST ◦ resFS ) ◦ (trFS ◦ resHS )

= resFK ◦ trFH ,
while rewriting on the right yields

trKT ◦M(ωK) ◦M([T, incl]ST) ◦M(ωH) ◦ resHS = (trKT ◦M(ωK)) ◦ resST ◦ (M(ωH) ◦ resHS )

= trKT ◦ resST ◦ resHS
= trKT ◦ resHT ,

and so the two maps agree. �
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